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STRONGLY REVERSIBLE GROUPS

TAKAYUKI TAMURA

Abstract. Following Thierrin [9], a group G is called strongly reversible if for

every x,y e G there are positive integers /, m, n such that (xy)1 = x'y" — y"xm.

This paper studies the structure of strongly reversible groups.

1. Introduction. As a generalization of commutative semigroups, Thierrin [9]

introduced strongly reversible semigroups as follows:

A semigroup S is called strongly reversible if for every x,y E S there are positive

integers /, m, n such that

(0) (xy)'= xy = y"xm.

Cherubini and Varisco [3], [4], [5] studied strongly reversible archimedean

semigroups: S is a strongly reversible archimedean semigroup if and only if 51 is an

ideal extension of a strongly reversible group by a nil semigroup. Accordingly the

following question is raised:

What is the structure of strongly reversible groups?

All abelian groups and all torsion groups (namely periodic groups) are strongly

reversible but not all groups are. For example, free groups are not. In this paper the

author mainly studies the structure of strongly reversible nontorsion groups from

the point of group extensions. Although some problem remains, we give a neces-

sary and sufficient condition for a group which is an extension of a torsion group

to be strongly reversible. In particular the direct product of a torsion group and a

strongly reversible group is strongly reversible. E-m semigroups were defined by

Nordahl [7], and it is known that E-m groups are strongly reversible [6]. We show

that strongly reversible (semi)groups satisfying some identities turn out to be E-m

(semi)groups for some m. Also we give an example of a strongly reversible group

which is neither torsion nor E-m for any m > 1.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we give a few basic results which can be easily

proved.

Lemma 1. The class of all strongly reversible semigroups is closed under subsemi-

groups and homomorphic images.

Throughout this paper, Z+ denotes the set of positive integers.
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Lemma 2. // (xy)' = x"yn - y"xm, then (xy)lk = xmkymk = ymkxmk for all k E

Z+.

Let 5 be a strongly reversible semigroup. For each ordered pair (x, v) of

elements of S, we define a set ^(x, y) of triplets of positive integers as follows:

$s(x,y) = {(/, m, n): (xy)' = x"y" = ynxm).

By Lemma 2, if (/, m, /j) G ^(x, v) then (A:/, /cm, kn) E 9s(x,y) for all k E

Z+.

Immediately we have

Proposition 3. Let {Sx: A G A} be a set of strongly reversible semigroups. The

direct product LTxsa $\ *s strongly reversible if and only if for every {(xx,yx) E Sx X

Sx: X E A),

AeA

3. Extensions of torsion groups. If G is a group, we define as usual <ÏÏ(G) to be the

set of all elements of finite order. Then *S(G) is closed under the unary operation

of inverse and is fixed under conjugation. In general, 'S(G) is not closed under

multiplication.

Lemma 4. If G is a strongly reversible group, then $(G) is a normal subgroup of G.

Proof. We need to prove only that ^(G) is closed under multiplication. Let

a, b E 9"(G), a' = bs = e for some r, s E Z+. By assumption, (ab)' = amb" =

b"am for some I, m, n E Z+. Using Lemma 2 (ab)'rs = amra&"ra = e, hence ab E
*S(G).

5"(G) is called the torsion subgroup of G. By Lemma 1, G/*S(G) is a strongly

reversible group and we see that G/^(G) is torsion-free, that is, no element of

GZ'S(G) is of finite order except the identity element.

In summary

Theorem 5. A strongly reversible group is a group extension of a torsion group by a

torsion-free strongly reversible group.

We are more interested in the converse problem, that is,

When is such a group extension strongly reversible?

In the following theorem we do not assume H is torsion-free. We consider a

special case of the problem.

Theorem 6. Let T be a torsion group and H a strongly reversible group. The direct

product of T and H is strongly reversible.

Proof. Let (x, z) G T X T, (y, u) E H X H. By assumption, let (/, m, n) G

9H(y, u). Since T is torsion, there is r E Z+ such that (xz)r = e, xr = e, zr = e,

hence (Ir, mr, nr) G 9T(x, z). By Lemma 2, (/, m, n) E 9H(y, u) implies

(Ir, mr, nr) E 9H(y, u). Therefore 9T(x, z) n 9H(y, u) ¥= 0. By Proposition 3,

T X H is strongly reversible.
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As a special case the direct product of a torsion group and an abelian group is

called a. fundamental strongly reversible group.

Proposition 7. A direct sum of fundamental strongly reversible groups is a

fundamental strongly reversible group.

Next we consider the general case. Let G \ T = {x: x E G, x & T).

Theorem 8. Let G be a group extension of a torsion group T. Then G is strongly

reversible if and only if, for every x E G \ T,y E G, and a E T, there are l, m, n E

Z+ such that

(8.0) (axy)'= x"yn = ynxm.

Proof. Assume G is strongly reversible. For a ET, x,y G G, there are

j,p, q, k, s, t G Z+ such that

(axyi = a»(xy)' = (xy)V

and

(xy)k = xy=y'xs.

Since a E T, ar = e for some r E Z+. By Lemma 2

(axyfk = aprk(xy)qrk = (xYf = xs"yr = y"^xs"r.

Hence condition (8.0) holds.

Conversely assume (8.0) holds. We want to show

(8.1) For every z,u E G, (zu)' = zmu" = u"zm for some l, m, n E Z+.

If both z and u are in T, it is obvious. The case where z E G \ T and u E G is

immediately obtained by considering a = e in (8.0); the case where z ET and

u E G \ T is obtained by considering v = e in (8.0), that is, since ar = e for some

r E Z+, (8.0) becomes (ax)' = xm = arxm = xmar. Thus we have shown that (8.1)

holds in all cases.

Proposition 9.

(9.1) Condition (8.0) is equivalent to the combination of (9.1.1) and (9.1.2) below.

(9.1.1) For every a E T and x, y E G \ T there are l, m, n E Z+ such that

(axy)' = xy =y"xm.

(9.1.2) For every a E T and x E G \T, there are k, r E Z+ such that (ax)k = xr.

(9.2) If G \ T is torsion-free and x, y E G \ T are such that xy E T then m = n

in (9.1.1) and k = r in (9.1.2).

Proof. It is easy to see that (8.0) implies (9.1.1) and (9.1.2). Assume (9.1.1) and

(9.1.2). To prove (8.0), consider only the case a E T, x E G \ T, y E T. Note

xy E G \ T and ys = e for some s E Z+. Since T is normal in G, xy = bx for

some b E T. By (9.1.2) there are /, m G Z+ such that (axy)' = (xy)m = (bx)m. Also

there are k, r E Z+ such that (bx)k = xr, hence (bx)1"" = x™. Then (axy)* =

(bx)km = x™ = x"V = y'xm. Therefore we have proved (9.1).

Assume H = G/T is torsion-free, and xy G T in (9.1.1). Let vv denote the

element of G/T corresponding to w G G. Since y = x~x, (axy)' = x'y = y"xm
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implies xm~" = ë; then we have m = n, since G/T is torsion-free. Similarly we

have A: = r in (9.1.2).

Remark 10. Even if G/T is not torsion-free, the additional requirement that

ax = xa for all a G F and x G G \ T, implies that k = r in (9.1.2).

4. E-m semigroups, groups. A (semi)group is called an E-m (semigroup if it

satisfies the identity (xy)m = x"ym. Alperin [1] called it m-abelian.

Lemma 11 [5]. An E-m group is strongly reversible, and it satisfies the identities

(xyY = xjyJ = yJxj where j = m(m — 1).

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.9 of [5]; and also a

consequence of Theorem 1 of [1].

We consider strongly reversible semigroups or groups S which satisfy

fl        9(x,y)^0.
(x,y)eSxS

Theorem 12. Let S be a semigroup. S satisfies the identities (xy)' = x"yn = y"xm

for some fixed l, m, n E Z+ if and only if S satisfies the identities (xy)k = xkyk =

ykxk for some fixed k G Z+.

Proof. Let y = x, y = x2 and x = v2 respectively to obtain x2' = xm+n, x3' =

xm+2n = x2m+n. Either / = m = n and we are done or else S is periodic and there

exists k E Z+ such that x* is an idempotent for each x G S. In this case, for all

x, v G S, (xyf = (xyf = (xyf = x'*}'* = x*y*.
A periodic group is said to be of bounded exponent if there is an upper bound

for the orders of its elements.

Theorem 13. Let G be a group. The following are equivalent.

(13.1) G satisfies the identities (xy)' = x"y" = y"xm for some fixed l, m, n E Z+.

(13.2) G is an E-n group for some n E Z+.

(13.3) G is a group extension of a group T of bounded exponent by an abelian group

H and there exists I E Z+ such that

(axy) = xy'   for all a E T,x,y E G.

Proof. (13.1) => (13.2). This is done by Theorem 12.

(13.2) => (13.1). By Lemma 11.

(13.2) => (13.3). By Lemma 11 G satisfies the identities

(xy)' = xy' = y'x',   where / = m(m — 1).

Let H, = {x': x G G}. Then H, is a homomorphic image of G, and H, is an

abelian subgroup of G. Let T, = {x E G: x' = e} where e is the identity element

of G. T, is the kernel of the homomorphism G -> H¡ and T, has bounded exponent.

From the identities it follows that

(axy)' = a'(xy)' = xy'

for a G T¡, x, y G G.
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(13.3) => (13.2). Let x,y E G and x, v G H¡. Since H, is abelian, (xyf = x2^2. As

elements of G,

(xy)   = ax2^2       for some a G T¡.

By assumption, for all x, y E G,

(xyf = (axY)' = x V.

Hence G is an F-2/ group.

Corollary 14. Assume G satisfies the identities (xy)' = x'y' = y'x'. If T, <■

S"(G) then G = T, X //,.

Proof. This follows from the fact that H, is a normal subgroup of G and

T,nH, = {e}.

5. Examples and problems. We construct an example of a strongly reversible

group which is not an E-n group for any n > 1.

Let G„ be a free F-n group over a set 5, |5| > 1 [8].

Let m G Z+ with m > 1, and let «, = m2'  , i = 1, 2, 3 . . . .

Let G be the free F-«, group over B. By Lemma 1.5 of [5], E-n¡ groups are also

E-n¡+x groups. Define G to be the direct sum of {G : n¡ = m2   , i G Z+}.

(1) G is strongly reversible.

Let x, y G G We can assume that x and y are elements of the direct sum of G„ ,
ft— 1 '

G„2, . . . , G„t where n¡ = m (i = 1, 2, . . . , Ac). By the above remark,

Gn¡, . . . , G„k are all F-nfc groups, hence their direct sum Gn¡ © • • • © G% is also

F-Hfc. By Lemma 11, there is an / G Z+ such that (xy)' = xy' = v'x'. Therefore G

is strongly reversible.

(2) G is not an F-/ group for any / > 1.

Suppose G is an E-i group for some i > 1. There is an n = my for some/ such

that / < n. Since G„ is a homomorphic image of G, G„ is an E-i group, hence a free

E-n group is a homomorphic image of a free E-i group for /* < n. This contradicts

the result (Theorem 2) of [8]: If G„ is a homomorphic image of Gm then m > n.

In the light of Theorem 8, we offer the following open problems: Is every group

extension of a torsion group by a strongly reversible group strongly reversible"}

For the next problem, we note that the class C of all E-m groups, m G Z+, is

not closed under infinite direct sum. C is closed under finite direct products

(Lemma 4 in [8], due to Y. Kobayashi). Is the class of all strongly reversible groups

closed under finite direct products!

For the final problem, we observe that a strongly reversible semigroup is right

and left reversible [2]. Hence a cancellative, strongly reversible semigroup can be

embedded in a group. Is the group of left quotients of a cancellative, strongly

reversible semigroup strongly reversible!
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